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Creative heritage of Leopold Levytskyy:
(dedicated to the 110-th anniversary of birth of the artist)

Анотація. Heritage of Leopold Levytskyy: (dedicated to the 110-th 
anniversary of birth of the artist). The article deals with artistic heritage and 
creative destiny of great Ukrainian graphic Leopold Levytskyy. He studied in 
Krakiv academy of fine arts and was one of the founders of “Krakiv group”. 
Leopold Levytskyy successfully worked in etching, linotype, monotype, and 
lithography. His creative manner represents balance between ideological 
tendencies and his own artistic aspirations. Leopold Levytskyy contribution 
in culture is not framed with value of his artistic heritage. He created special 
ethic atmosphere became for other an example of high exactingness to 

himself, his creativity, and art in general.
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Leopold Levytskyy is one of the greatest artists of the Ukrainian 
art of the middle of the XX-th century. His creative heritage bares 
traces of actual tendencies of the European art of that period. Leopold 
Levytskyy was born on the 7-th of August, 1906 in the village of 
Burdyakivtsi, Borshchiv region, Ternopil district. In the 1914 his 
family moved to Chortkiv. Primary education Leopold Levytskyy has 
got at home. In 1925 he finished secondary school and went to Krakiv 
to enter Jagiellonsky University. But in a two months together with a 
childhood friend of him S.Blonder passed the exams to the Academy 
of fine arts. [1, s. 242]

L.Levytskyy started his studying at the department of sculpture 
under the supervision of the prominent Polish sculptor Ksaverius 
Duninkowski. About artistic aspirations of a young artists we can 
discus only basing on the photos — L. Levytskyy was of a keen 
interest of the abstractive plastic experiments. It was a cause of a 
conflict between professor and student. Archive documents assure 
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that during his studying L. Levytskyy changed departments for 
several times. Starting the third year he seriously studied graphic 
techniques in professor J.Wojnarovskyy work-shop. The second term 
of the 1930/31 academic year L.Levytskyy spent in Paris at the foreign 
subsidiary of Krakiw academy of fine arts [2, s. 10-12]. Krakiw cultural 
and artistic life, studying in Paris inspired student, gave him rich 
creative material. A. Matis, P. Picasso, F. Lege, M. Shagal were the 
examples for him on his way of finding artistic identity. Experience 
and impressions that artist have got during his being in France were 
exposed in a keen interest to plain subjects taken from everyday life 
and in laconic simple manner of their depicting («Water carrier» (p. 1), 
«Women with a goose», «Dream»).

L. Levytskyy have seen old Krakiv as a city of great traditions 
and contrasts. In one cultural substance coexisted Jagiellonsky 
University — Mecca of Polish science — and local subcultures with all 
their peculiarities and phenomenons. The policy of Polish government 
of the 1930-th wasn’t loyal to Jews and Ukrainians. United by national 
identity several hermetic groups were formed in academy. Ukrainian 
youth organized students society — «Ukrainian students community». 
A part of youth found contacts with socialist and communist 
organization. L. Levytskyy wasn’t aside of this processes, he became 
a member of the committee of Society «Alive» and organized in 
Academy the center of Communist Unity of Polish Youth. Artist was 
interested in workers life and it was depicted in his art pieces of 
that period. He created a kind of realism based on facts — a genre 
of politic painting. Confrontation in the society, radical dispositions, 
social tensity have got depiction in art. Consonant of subject and its 
depicting was of a keen importance. It appeared in the expressive 
manner of graphic means of L. Levytskyy prints. Compositions are full 
of deep dramatic effects and tensity. This method of artistic depicting 
due to its symbolic character are consonant with pre-Christian art. 

In June 1932 the subjects matters, character of artistic manner, 
plastic means of his art pieces, evolved a big scandal («Demonstration» 
(p. 2), «He has dinner», Dining  people»). Conflict became deeper 
till calling policy and interference of censorship. L. Levytskyy 
was arrested for three weeks. According to the decision of the VII 
Professors’ meeting which was based on the summery of discipline 
commission of the 28 of October 1932 L. Levytskyy and several other 
persons were expelled from academy for four semesters [3, s. 13]. But 
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only over the 30-ty years, in 1962 director of  Krakiv academy of fine 
arts, professor Cheslaw Gzhelinskyy signed document that stated that 
L. Levytskyy: « …successfully finished his education in the department 
of painting in the Academy of fine arts» [4].

In response of expelling from academy L. Levytskyy, S. Osostovych, 
F.Yazwetskyy with their friends (Sasha Blonder, Mariya Yarema, 
Alexander Vinnytskyy, Berta Gryunberg, Adam Marchynskyy, Henryk 
Vitsinskyy, Boleslav Stavinskyy, Jonash Shtern) founded «Krakiv 
group» (on the 13-th of November 1932) — the biggest unity of avant-
garde art of the pre-war period in Poland [5, s. 28]. Organization had 
wide artistic conception, its members were remarkable due to their 
radical politic position. Unity had very active creative position, had 
organized many exhibitions (Krakiv, Stanislaviv, Kremenets, Lviv). 
Formally organization existed until 1937 but had a great influence on 
the development of Polish art of the second half of the XX-th century. 

At the same time in L. Levytskyy creativity of that period there 
are compositions of another plastic manner and subjects. There are 
abstract geometric compositions («Abstract composition», «Jazz», 
«At the machine») and interpretations of Rembrandt pieces. Special 
feature of last group is realistic creative manner («Adam and Eve», 
«Water mill»).

After expelling from the Academy of fine arts L. Levytskyy came 
back to Chortkiv, to his native town. But the artist didn’t stop relations 
with artistic surrounding, he actively participated in presentations 
during 1935-37 which were organized in Krakiv, Lviv, Warsaw, 
Krements, Stanislaviv. It’s assured with numerous publications in 
periodicals of that time. In that time he have got acquaintance with 
Genya Nadler — young lady from Jewish family. Relations overgrew 
into deep feelings and marriage. Genya Nadler-Levytska devoted her 
life her to her husband, his talent and mission [6, s. 244]. She took care 
about all aspects of everyday life. Genya Nadler-Levytska became 
a reliable friend, first observer and critic for her husband. After his 
dearth she became a founder of Leopold Levytskyy museum.

Starting the Second World war L. Levytskyy together with his wife 
were evacuated to Uzbekistan. Early paintings are saved fragmentally 
(«Coloured composition» (1934), «Portrait of Svyontalskyy» (1930-th). 
In this difficult period of evacuaton he created many drawings with 
graphite and colour pencils, coal. His sketches assure good academic 
manner and professionalism. He drew Uzbek men and women, 
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soldiers. These portraits were formed into series «Workers of Uzbek 
collective farms». «Portrait of Yuldash Ochylov»(1942), «Portrait of 
Tursun Ebrayimova»(1942).

In 1945 L. Levytskyy together with his wife returned to Ukraine. 
Starting 1946 they began to live in an apartments at the K.Ustyyanovych 
street, 10/1, where now the Leopold Levytskyy museum is placed. 
After war period was full of very active and interesting work. In spite 
of difficultness, artist worked a lot, studied new technique — linotype. 
Specific plastic means of linotype, ability of using radical contrasts 
of black and white, comparable quickness of execution — that’s all 
corresponded with creative mood of the artist, who was in a hurry 
to strength himself in art and in life, to represent himself in new 
surrounding. He is the author of linotype series characterized by 
soviet art critics as «novels in engravings» [7, s. 15]. In these pieces 
artist struggled to realistic depicting. He aspire to convey his attitude 
to depicted events. Even if these pieces are a compromise with new 
ideology they represents forming of a new plastic and artistic manner 
which will characterized linotypes of L. Levytskyy of a later period.

In 1947-1949 L. Levytskyy started to work in one more new 
technique - monotype and created the series «Unsubdued land». But 
his best pieces in this technique L. Levytskyy created at the end of the 
1950-th and in the 1960-th.

In after war period L. Levytskyy continued to paint. Collection of 
National museum in Lviv named after A. Sheptytskyy counts more 
than one hundred pieces. Among them portraits, landscapes, genre 
paintings and large canvas on historic subject matter. Last one were 
rather a compromise with the époque, than creative aspiration. These 
canvases are very interesting in comparison with his painting of 
pre-war period. In landscapes and genre compositions dated 1948 
are traced the aspiration to work in realistic manner, to convey 
creative method of soviet art based on the people and party principles. 
Depicting nature and people author aspired to convey space, to model 
volume using means of light and shadow, to expose nuances of colour, 
richness of tones. Choosing the subject matter author also tried to 
show peoples life, their manners and customs («Lady with a spindle» 
(1948), «Landscape of Kosiv» (1948).

In 1948 L. Levytskyy started to paint water-colours. He created 
two series — «Motives of the Second World war» and «Countryside 
landscapes». The landscape motives L. Levytsky often depicted 
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for several times, but in every out-of-the-way place artist found 
something new, showed its lyricism and beauty. As Genya Betsionivna 
mentioned, he was painting upon the previous drawing. Mainly he 
used clear colours, some elements he accentuated with white paint. At 
the result he has got mixed technique — water-colours and gouache. 
[8, s. 100] Depicting chamber out-of-the-way places or spacious 
landscapes author tried to show unconstraint of peoples existence. 
The «Countryside landscapes» are studies in which artist deviate from 
standards of social realism («Village in Lviv district», «A way out of 
the village»).

Social and historical changes that happened in the first half of the 
1950-th had a great influence on the artists creativity. L. Levytskyy 
worked in etching, linotype and monotype. This techniques gave him 
a possibility to shrink from realistic manner. Taking subject matters 
from every day, especially, urban life author used conventional 
treatment caused with specific of execution. Artist used laconic 
treating. He was of a keen interest of form and colour. They were 
the main means of creating. So monotypes of the 1950-th are the 
symphonies of colour and form, they exceeded the bounds of graphic 
art, getting features of painting («Chat» (1950-th), «Night tram» (1950-
th.), «A talk» (1950-th.), «My wife» (1950-th) (p. 3).

As it was mentioned, peoples’ everyday life is the main subject 
matter in L. Levytskyy creativity. It had special treatment in his 
etchings and linotypes too. Genre scenes in linotype compositions 
have a special softness of forms. Colour prints are of a special 
interest. The tone richness of restrained scheme attached pieces some 
refinement. It’s good to mention his etchings of that period. In the 
pieces of the 1950-th L. Levytskyy didn’t copy plastic manner of the 
1930-th. Using the same sharp stroke he reached lineal smoothness 
and fluidity. Depicting the life of peasants, their traditions, customs 
and problems L. Levytskyy made a compromise. He put into life main 
tasks of soviet art to depict peoples’ life and at the same time used 
creative means that he prefer but which were not in preference of 
social realism (refinement, generalization) («Interesting chats» (1950-
th), «At the meadow» (1950-th).

 In the 1950-th L. Levytskyy worked a lot in the field of illustration. 
He was not an illustrator, the easel graphic was clearer to his identity 
due to its tasks and means, but out of this at the background of Lviv 
illustration of that period pieces of L. Levytskyy were remarkable. He 
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have made illustrations to books of I. Franko, S. Tudor, A. Havrylyuk, 
P. Kozlanyuk, I. Olbrakht. He worked upon the design of books for 
children and folk fairy tales — «Fairy tales of Highlands», «Book of 
USSR fairy tales», «Karelian fairy tale» etc. («Hryts’ school education» 
(1960-th)) [9, s. 23].

In 1960-1970 L. Levytskyy continued his work in the fields of 
graphic and painting and tried to overcome radical dogmatism and 
preconception in art. Painting heritage of L. Levytskyy isn’t remarkable 
for its quantity. But analyzing it we can see changes that happened. 
In landscape painting artist held means of depicting of previous 
period, used main principles of modeling space. Portraits painted 
in the 1960-th are zenith of his creativity in painting. Comparable 
analyses of two portraits of his wife painted in 1950-th and in 1960-th 
shows deep changes that had a place in L. Levytskyy creative method. 
If the portrait painted in the 1950-th is the example of realistic 
depicting using chiaroscuro, then piece dated 1960-th was treated in 
conditional manner with domination of plane and decorative means. 
Character of image expressiveness of the last mentioned piece wasn’t 
typical for painting of that period. This was painting of a new level 
of quality, which due to its omen and signify character wasn’t known 
for the wide circle of admires of L. Levytskyy creativity. («Portrait of 
parents»(1969), «Portrait of the artist’s wife» (1960) (p. 4)/

Non-experienced observer can treats monotypes of the 1960-th 
like painting studies, genre or abstract compositions. In this kind of 
art L. Levytskyy felt himself freely and easy, daringly experimenting 
in different genres. Created by him genre compositions, several female 
portraits, patterns, decorative compositions are attracted with their 
beauty, richness of colour combinations, unexpected expressiveness 
of daring and always objective deformation. Monotypes of 
L. Levytskyy of the 1960-th were the certain step forward not only in 
his own creativity, but in whole Ukrainian art of that period. [10, s. 19] 
(«Dominoes» (1960-th), «Cock» (1960-th), «Abstract composition» 
(1960-th), «Sitting lady»(1960-th).

In the 1960-th L. Levytskyy continued to create in linotype technique. 
He created portraits, landscapes, genre compositions. Due to changes 
that happened in art in the 1960-th L. Levytskyy allowed himself to 
make compositional experiments. Even most of that period pieces 
were made not for exposing, though in pieces that were represented 
for wide audience changes are traced. These changes of plastic 
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manner were especially expressive in portraits. If in compositions of 
the 1950-th author aspired to exact depicting of real plastic of light 
and shadow, though in his pieces of the next decade he generalized 
form, simplified it to subtle splashes. Genre compositions of the 1960-
th became more complicated. L. Levytskyy used superposition and 
intersecting of planes and lines, transformed and generalized human 
figures and faces. Mostly he depicted people in different life and 
professional circumstances. Every subject L. Levytskyy interpreted 
individually, found interesting atypical compositional decisions. 
(«Self-portrait» (1950-th), «Artists’ wife»(1960-th), «My wife»(1960-
th), «At the hairdresser’s» (1960-th) (p. 5).

Some attention it’s good to be paid to L. Levytskyy etchings of the 
1960-th. This technique was know for artist since he studied at the 
academy and he continued to work in this field in previous decade. 
Artistic peculiarities of this pieces were caused by the technology of 
execution. Subjects of compositions as in the case of linotypes were 
taken from life. («Tourists» (1960-th), «Cycle race» (1960-th).

In 1968 L. Levytskyy started to work in the field of lithography. In 
this case the same as in the case of etching and linotype, he showed 
himself a master. Pieces of self-lithography of the 1972-1973 became 
a kind of summery of L. Levytskyy creative destiny. Artist used 
new technique, opened its means and peculiarities, found the ways 
of reaching necessary expressiveness [11, s. 94]. Litography gave a 
possibility to artist with a special exactness depicted images of old 
peasants («Old peasant», «Fiddler», «Haymakers»), lonely ladies’ with 
their hidden tragedy («Patience») (p. 6), children with their clearness 
and spontaneity («Higher and higher», «Goats and birds»). Mostly this 
art pieces were full of a peculiar light irony that was boarding with 
sentimental thoughts, life experience and comprehension, with open 
and a little naïve «like child», as Levytskyy said, attitude to life. 

L. Levytskyy made post-cards to sent to his friends and to greet 
them with Christmas and New Year holidays. In this small-size pieces 
artist with a traditionally light humor depicted himself and his wife 
in different situation. In each composition readiness combined with 
sincerity feelings to his wife, who during all her life was his true 
muse. In every post-card artist demonstrate his openness to the world 
and his faith to his friends. 

On the 14-th of May 1973 Leopold Ivanovych died of heart attack. 
It was a great bereavement not only for artists’ family, friends, but 
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for all Ukrainian art. His sincerity in attitude to the people attracted 
to him and captivated with friendly relationship [12]. Well known 
Lviv graphic I. Sobolyeva mentioned, that L.Levytskyy was a heart of 
society of Lviv artists. With his death the great époque of warmness 
and happiness of relationship was finished [13, s.125].

It good to mention that first self-exhibition of Leopold Levytskyy 
was organized after his dearth. There his lithography compositions 
were exhibit for the first time and in the art critics publications 
«new» L. Levytskyy was discussed. Young graphics were exited with 
his new, attracting, unexpected creative manner. («Beach» (1960-th), 
«Watchmaker» (1972), «Patience» (1970-th).

Leopold Levytskyy hadn’t pedagogic practice, but was always 
ready to share with his knowledge  and experience with younger 
colleges — and for all life became a good friend for them. In his 
apartments gathered colleges and friends, they discussed different 
creative problems, shared with experience. Such young artists as 
Z. Ketsalo, I. Ostaphiychuk, V. Patyk, Ye. Beznisko, Th. Bryzh, V. Buhlak, 
G. Levytska, I. Drach, D. Pavlychko, often visited this apartments. 
Many of them are calling artists’ followers.

Leopold Levytskyy is one of the artists whose contribution in 
culture is not framed with value of his artistic heritage. He created 
around himself «zone of special tension», that attracted colleges-
artists of different positions and aspires. Leopold Levytskyy created 
not only aesthetic, but ethic atmosphere, became for other an example 
of high exactingness to himself, his creativity, and art in general. 
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А Н О Т А Ц І Я
Оксана Жмурко. Мистецька спадщина Леопольда Левицького (до 
110 річниці від дня народження митця). Стаття присвячена мистець-
кій спадщині та творчій долі видатного українського графіка Леопольда 
Левицького. Художник навчався у Краківській академії красних мистецтв 
і був одним із засновників “Краківської групи”. Леопольд Левицький 
успішно працював в офорті, лінориті, монотипії та літографії. Його твор-
ча манера засвідчує прагнення компромісу між тенденціями радянської 
ідеології та власними мистецьким и прагненнями. Внесок митця у куль-
туру не обмежується цінністю його художньої спадщини. Він створив 
особливу етичну атмосферу, став для інших прикладом  високої вимог-

ливості до себе, своєї творчості, та до мистецтва загалом. 
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А Н Н О Т А Ц И Я
 Оксана Жмурко. Художественное наследие Леопольда Левицкого 
(110-ой годовщине со дня рождения мастера посвящается). Статья 
посвящена художественному наследию и творческой судьбе выдаю-
щегося украинского графика Леопольда Левицького. Художник получил 
образование в Краковской академии художеств и был одним из осно-
вателей “Краковской групы”. Леопольд Левицкий успешно работал в 
офорте, линорите, монотипии, литографии. Его творческая манера де-
монстрирует компромисс между тенденциями советской идеологией 
и собственными художественными стремлениями. Вклад художника в 
культуру не заканчивается  ценностью его художественного наследия. 
Он создал особенную этическую атмосферу, стал примером для дру-
гих высокой требовательности к себе, своему творчеству, и искусству 

в целом.

Ключевые слова: искусство, офорт, линорит, монотипия, литография.
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